
Volker Straebel

Imagine two sounds, constantly masking

each other.





Rui Eduardo Paez 

Record the streaming sounds of a river.

Play it with your violin.





Rahma Khazam
immaterial and invisible, sound eludes our grasp

even more elusive than audible sounds are inaudible or imaginary ones: we can 
conceive of them and we can manipulate them to make them audible but what 
do they really sound like ?

sound is a one-off experience: we can recreate the conditions under which we first
heard a sound, but we can’t go back in time to the way we were when we first 
heard it.

incidentally, does a sound sound the same when we can ’t hear it?

sound has no meaning as such, yet it’s thought-provoking and profound

is there anything one can really say or think about sound ?

if only it could be frozen in mid-flight and and linger on, sonified, rendered visible
and materialized





Daniela Cascella

... I hear the sound ...

can a tone be a bone, and a kone?

world is an echo

and it goes BANG !

( dedicated to Arthur Russell, and to all those who feel a little lost )





David Cotner

Get a rock.  Move the rock so that it makes a sound.  This is rock music.  Break the
rock.  That is rebellion. Get a record album.  Observe its cover.  Smell it and touch
it. Hear the sound your fingers make across its surface.  That was a cover version.
Get a theremin.  Make the shape of a letter ‘A’ in front of its sensitive parts.  It
will make a sound. That is the sound of an ‘A’, of which there are many varieties.
Here are some now.

So it is with ‘B’, and ‘C’, and ‘D’.  And so on.  Carved out of space, they are all the 
same and different, simultaneously – for every man, woman and child on Earth.
This is literalism.  Get some duct tape. Pull it off the roll. I ’d like you to hear
another tape. Try the masking tape. This is known as audio-collage. Now get 
a cat. Squeeze that cat.  Gentl





Marcelo Aguirre




